
Building a content engine 
to power demand



Structuring the content engine

- Your SEO goals and the goals of your 
journalistic content should be very different 
and for this reason they also require 
dedicated expertise

- When hiring our content writers we don’t 
hire for SEO knowledge, we hire for an 
ability to find a story, to write a great story 
and to be part of the communities our 
customers and prospects are in

- We have found that to be really successful 
with SEO as well you need dedicated focus 
and accountability, it requires constant 
attention



Ownership for content distribution



SPOTLIGHT

Subject Matter Experts 



SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS

#Influencer

SINCE FEBRUARY 2022

+ 2,214 new followers
152% more views
131% more likes

IDEAL DEMAND

Decision made - before the choice even emerges.

COMMUNITY

Learn from B2C: individual relationships at scale.

TRUST

It’s all about mutual benefit. Be genuine.

ENGAGING?

75% more comments
12 personal thanks
1908 competition votes

TACTICAL

Will someone book a meeting with what they learn from Ryan?



SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS

LinkedIn 101

VIDEO

• 3x engagement rate compared to average.

• Greater barrier of entry = less competition.

COMMENTING

• Increases reach to other networks.
• Individual interactions build the community.

ACTIVITY

• Diverse posts every weekday.
• Work with what’s viral. 

FROM A SINGLE POST >

+ 77 new followers

< FROM A SINGLE POST

+ 169 new followers



Content + DG



The Feedback Loop

Demand Gen Team 
- Running campaigns across all channels - paid, 

social, webinars, events, email etc
- Direct qualitative feedback from campaigns 
- Reporting on the success of campaigns, content 

and themes

Content Team 
- Acting as journalist and looking for the story
- Interviewing subject matter experts and creating 

blogs and video content
- Researching current on trend topics
- Feedback from the SME they’re interviewing 

DG x Content 
- Bi weekly meetings or pod model (we do both!)
- Demand Gen to think about further don’t 

consumption e.g. snippets, video, infographic
- Demand Gen to adapt content appropriately for 

different channels
- Content work to demand gen targets think and 

checkin on website flow



Content Distribution

Where are your customers? 🤨
- Company Organic Social
- Subject matter experts
- Owned Blog/Medium
- Paid Social (LinkedIn, Facebook)
- Communities (Reddit, Facebook Groups, Discord, Slack)
- Webinars, events
- Newsletters
- Email nurtures

Things to consider 😌
- Do you have the content in the right format for your channel? 
- What is your goal in distributing it there? How will you measure 

success?
- Do you have a engagement strategy? 
- Where are people viewing your content? In-feed or on site? On 

stories? Have you adapted the content to suit this?

Podcast as text post

Blog as video post

Podcast as blog post



Content Distribution Management

How we manage it in the DG 
team 😎

- Each member of the DG team owns 
content categories

- Ownership means they can drive 
creation of new content in the category

- Each category is assigned to an “Ad 
group” to help plan our paid efforts

- Plan the creative formats we need i.e 
video, carousel, static image

- Plan the content format - blogs, video, 
webinar, newsletter 



Content 
bucketing & 
structuring



Overview: The Structure

Thought 
Leadership 

Content

Product

Retargeting
BOFU

TOFU

● Content buckets designed to cater for 
all different types of content / stages 
of funnel

● We want to avoid running too many 
campaigns that are hard to manage
 

● Note this is not a funnel - all of this 
content is served to our whole ICP

● Build key categories / topics to test 
within these content buckets



Overview: Top of Funnel
Thought Leadership:
Persona: Serve to all relevant personas
Topics: Strategic narrative for key personas, outside of 
solutions your company solves for. 
Budget allocation: 10-15% 

Content: 
Persona: Serve to all relevant personas
Topics: Address key pain points / solutions that your 
company does solve for. 
Budget allocation: 25-30% 

Thought Leadership vs. Content

Thought leadership is more of a strategic narrative that doesn’t mention your 
product. Content is educational and tactical whilst relating to the pain-points 
your solution solves. 



Overview: Bottom of Funnel

Product:
Persona: Serve to all relevant personas
Topics: Showcasing who your company is and what 
product / service you offer 
Budget allocation: 45-50% 

Retargeting: 
Persona: Serve to all relevant personas
Topics: Social proof, case studies, BOFU content 
Budget allocation: 10-15%

Optimising for infeed consumption VS conversions

We are currently running some campaigns to our retargeting audience that 
optimize for website conversions i.e direct demo requests however 95% of 
our content optimises for infeed consumption and engagement 



What we 
measure



Metrics: Then and now 

Lead Generation Approach 

We measured key metrics such as 

● Click through rate
● Cost per lead
● Number of net new leads 
● Lead:MB conversion rate 

Demand Generation Approach

We now measure key metrics such as 

● Engagement rate 
● Video views 
● Inbound demo velocity
● SQO win rate 
● Frequency 
● ICP penetration

NOW

Quantitative approach that 
focuses on MQL collection 

and spending 90% of 
budget on capturing 

‘demand’

Qualitative approach that 
focuses on how quality 

inbounds convert down the 
funnel. Spending 90% of 

budget on creating demand


